Mr. Applebee - Head Office.
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Drury Lane
Estimate No. 795/3/48

Console controlling 165-ways built in two banks, each bank having its own motor drive, a spare motor being provided for emergency. Each Bank will be complete with its auxiliary relay wired to a test-board, from which will be supplied low voltage cables in metallic hose to the Compton Relay test-board. Motor rectifiers will be built into each Bank and the main 15v rectifier supplied as a separate unit. All testing will be carried out at Works with the gear supplied by Compton's and when completed the whole will be dismantled and re-erected on site.

List Price - £5,918. 0. Od

Dimensions: 2 Banks each 26' long, x 8' high x 3' 8" projection.
Extra to the above for providing a further Bank to take care of the 26 circuits controlling the colour change lanterns, this Bank being complete as above but also having fitted to it all the necessary relaying gear for the colour change equipment.

List Price - £1,666. 0. Od

Dimensions: If this extra Bank is adopted, the whole scheme will be on 3 banks, each 17' long x 8' high x 3' 8" projection.

Console in accordance with your alternative scheme, built on 3 banks ...

List Price - £9,157. 0. Od